XAAYDA KIL JII.NGA XAAYNANG.NGA GAS GA  
XAAD KIL XIINANGAA SGWAANANGSAANG

Haida Laas

Our connection to the land, when you hear it in Haida, it’s much more direct and clear;
you can understand our relationship better. Haida is more intimate.
Right from my first memories, I was taught respect, respect for all things. “You
are no better, no more important than a grain of sand,” my mother Isabella used to tell
me, “therefore you must respect even the smallest grain of sand, the smallest animal,
right up to the biggest animals, like the whale.”
She used to tell me, “when you see whales, be careful because they are
SGaanaGwa, Supernatural. They can even know what you’re thinking, so keep your
thoughts good when you see whales.”
Hearing that in Haida makes it more real. Everything feels more real; trees, grass,
the ocean. Xaayda kil gives us the ability to feel and understand our relationship to the
earth, sky and ocean. So if you were to ask what my first lesson was in Haida, it was
respect for all things, for all beings. – GwaaGanad Diane Brown
Steedman, Scott and Jisgang Nika Collison, ed. That Which Makes Us Haida, Haida Gwaii Museum Press, 2011.

Hawaa to Iljuuwaas Tyson Brown for the use of his image “Nanaay” on the cover of
this issue.
Haw’aa / haawa to the many authors, advocates, learners and teachers who contributed to this publication.
Production team: Jaskwaan Bedard, Ileah Mattice, Graham Richard, Valine Brown.
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Xaayda kil jii.nga xaaynang.nga Gas ga Haida language long live
Xaad kil xiinangaa sGwaanangsaang Haida language will live on
Haida Language Edition

“The old people say there were as many dialects of the Haida language as there were Haida clans:
at one time numbering well over thirty. Today, linguists recognize three surviving dialects: Xaad kil in
southeastern Alaska, Xaad kil in Old Massett and Xaayda kil in Skidegate; and one extinct dialect originating from the Gangxid territory in the southern-most region of Haida Gwaii. Within each of these
main dialects one will still find differences across individual speakers, oftentimes depending on their
clan or their village of origin.”
Steedman, Scott and Jisgang Nika Collison, ed. That Which Makes Us Haida, Haida Gwaii Museum Press, 2011 (pg 9).
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Haida Laas,
It is a great honour that we present this special edition dedicated to Xaad kil / Xaayda
kil Haida Language. The United Nations declared 2019 as the International Year of
Indigenous Languages. It is a tribute to the thousands of native languages in the world
experiencing alarming impacts from colonization and it holds up our communities
rekindling culture and promoting healing. This year is a celebration of the people
dedicating their lives to the resurgence and revitalization of our precious Indigenous
languages.
You may wonder why this entire issue is not in the Haida language. That could be a
future goal, however, at this time we have a responsibility to build comprehension
and knowledge around the Haida language and make that available to everyone. This
requires both talking about the language and communicating in the language, striking
this balance is necessary for our collective success.
For now, we will talk about our language in our effort to get to a place where all of us
can live in our beautiful Xaad kil / Xaayda kil.

We acknowledge the many champions, advocates, and Xaayda kil / Xaad
kil stewards who carried the language for us to learn today.
Haawa | haw’aa to all those who came before us.
Haida language is honoured by School District #50 in multiple ways. Not only has the language been
offered in classrooms for over 40 years, all four schools have a Haida name.The school board recognized
the Haida language as the official language of Haida Gwaii in 2018, and they adopted a motion to have
Haida language immersion begin in the district in September 2020.
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Xaad Kihl Ga Xiinangaasaang The Haida Language Will Live On
Jaskwaan Bedard
Photo: Jaskwaan Bedard

ing our language at home, in school, and within community
functions. From SHIP and the multitude of learning programs
in HlGaagilda Skidegate, to the Islands-wide Haida Gwaii
Mentor Apprentice Program, to the Xaad kil office in Gaw
Tlagee Old Massett and the diverse and exciting Haida language initiatives within our school system on Haida Gwaii.
A tremendous framework is being built for us as a community of learners to grow capacity and improve our Xaad kil /
Xaayda kil comprehension and speech. Can you imagine a
Haida community that once again surrounds our consciousness with our beautiful language from the moment we wake
up to the moment we go to bed? What will it take to get to
that reality again? How do we overcome our challenges to
find enjoyable, successful ways to learn, teach, and use our
language every single day?

Our challenges indeed have been many. From a destructive
colonial mentality that visited our lands promoting EnglishThe iconic “pillar” rock at T’aalan Stl’ang.
only thinking and speaking and leading to the violent experience of residential schools and day schools to the current
situation of precariously few Haida who were “born into”
It is an exciting time for the Haida language. Known as Xaad
the language. We are faced with a task that calls for healkil in the northern dialect and Xaayda kil in the southern
ing, cooperation, ingenuity, love and care. Generations of
dialect, our language is entering a time of growth and reus have endured the notion that, “English will get us ahead.”
birth. Today as Haida, we are calling ourselves by our Haida
However, the more we find out about the incredible benefits
names; we recognize and use many of our Haida place
of learning, speaking, and maintaining our language, we find
names; we use the Haida language within multiple media;
out that the opposite is true. Knowing and
and we greet each other and address large
speaking our Indigenous language affords
crowds in the Haida language and according “From a destructive colonial us a better quality of life in our mental and
to our protocol. Youth even update their status mentality that visited our spiritual health, within our families and home
on social media and send text messages to
lands promoting English-only lives, in our education and career goals, and
each other in Xaad kil / Xaayda kil!
thinking and speaking and even results in a longer life expectancy.

leading to the violent experi-

We have the opportunity and a choice now
ence of residential schools Learning our language will support healing
to focus, work hard, learn with an Elder
and day schools to the cur- from the harmful effects of our colonized
or knowledgeable person in the language.
rent situation of precariously history. We will become stronger and feel
Learners practice every chance we get and
better each new word we say, each conneclisten to recordings and lessons given by those few Haida who were ‘born tion we make between learning our language
into’ the language. We are
who came before us, and in the case of the
and living in our world as Haida. The struggle
Skidegate Haida Immersion Program (SHIP),
faced with a task that calls of learning something that is burdened with
those with us still. We can now make a colfor healing, cooperation, complex trauma and overcoming such challective effort to reclaim our language by using ingenuity, love and care.” lenges are worth it. We can do this together
it in everyday situations, such as meetings and
and we can help each other. T’alang ahl ga
feasts, at the grocery store, around the kitchen
tlaaydaasaang We help each other. ‘Wagyaan
table, on the basketball court, and in our classrooms.
Xaad Kihl ga xiinangaasaang And then the Haida language
will live on.

On Haida Gwaii, we have multiple spaces for Haida language efforts that are highlighted in this edition. From our
precious newborn learners to our precious Elder speakers,
there are many incredible efforts bringing our Xaad kil /
Xaayda kil back into our lives. Every single effort is normaliz-

Dalang ahl kil ‘laagang I respectfully thank you for listening.
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Gidin Jaad and Sphenia Jones at the Haida language immersion camp preparing to film SGaawaay K’uuna Edge of the Knife.

“I know I have to do this to honour the ancestors, Elders and our language. I do the best I can to use
the language at every opportunity. I challenge myself to not be ashamed or afraid to make mistakes.”

Q&A with Xaayda Kil Learner Gidin Jaad Erica Jean Ryan
How long have you been learning Xaayda kil?
I started learning Xaayda kil when I was pregnant with my daughter Xaay.ya eight years ago. I took a position as an Information
Technology Assistant at the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program
(SHIP). It was there that I sat with the Elders recording, documenting, transcribing and digitalizing the work and words of our fluent
speaking Elders.

What are some of the challenges you have faced?
The biggest challenge I have faced is time. I have struggled to find
the time and dedicate myself to learning. I know I have to do this to
honour the ancestors, Elders and our language. I do the best I can to
use the language at every opportunity. I challenge myself to not be
ashamed or afraid to make mistakes. I learned some basic sentence
structure patterns from linguist Jordan Lachler and now I am focusing on verbs so I can help grow my ability to communicate about
the things I do daily.

What inspired you to start learning?
I remember Kihlgula Gaaya Severn Cullis-Suzuki and Ildagwaay Bea
Harley coming into Jags Beanstalk when I worked there. They were
existing completely and entirely in Xaayda kil while in the coffee
shop. I noted their entire interaction and was so inspired by the two
of them and their Master Apprenticeship process of learning.

What helps you to continue going?
After working at Sk’aadGa Naay Elementary School as a part-time
partial Haida Immersion teacher alongside Herb Jones I have been
determined to finish a degree in education so I can teach the children. The creator brought me to the language through the pregnancy of my daughter. Every day since I stepped foot into SHIP all those
years ago, I have pushed myself to finish university so the language
can have a place in the public school system. It really deserves that
and it needs that. My children are huge motivators for me to walk
the walk and be the change I want to see in this world.

Who did you learn from?
I learned from our Elders at SHIP. I also learned for the immense
amount of resources that have been created over the years. I am
currently finishing my Bachelor of Education at the University of
Northern British Columbia in Tsimshian territory (Terrace). The roots
of my university education were in a Haida Language and Culture
Certificate, and then I did a diploma program with GwaaGanad
Diane Brown teaching the language courses. With help from multiple instructors along the way, I have been supported right to where
I am now. I’m just finishing all my teaching credentials and then
will come back home to teach.

Do you have advice for people who want to learn?
My advice to people who want to learn the Haida language is to
learn to pray first. GwaaGanad asked our cohort of students: “How
will the ancestors help you if they cannot understand you?” The rest
is history, and now I do my part to carry on my responsibility.
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Q&A with Xaad Kil Learner Kihlguulans Christian White
were recording on cassette tapes and never really trained to record
Elders properly on modern devices. Now we have to convert these
tapes to be digitized and we are losing records by not having them.
People could share the resources and make sure they get copied,
it all needs to be centralized. That is really important for sharing
resources and continuing with what we have. And we have to start
using the Haida language more every day.

How long have you been learning Xaad kil?
I started learning Haida in the late 1990s, somewhere around 1998.
I started attending evening classes to learn Xaad kil.
What inspired you to start learning?
I’ve always been an artist. I wanted to know more about the Haida
stories and all the different crests in the language. I wanted to be
able to communicate in the Haida language. It’s always been one of
my goals to learn our language and become fluent.

Who did you learn from?
There were so many Elders that we learned from. That’s a long
time, really. It’s been more than twenty years since I started to
learn Haida. Tsinnii Stephen Brown was one of my teachers and
Naanii Mary Swanson.
Of course, there are
many others – Naanii
Adelia Adams, Naanii
Dorothy Bell, Naanii
Ethel Jones – there were
just so many. It was very
interesting being in the
classes. As we went
around the class, there
were maybe a dozen or
more Elders and each
of them had a little
different variation and
we noticed that they
were from all different
lineages. At one time,
their families came from
different parts of Haida
Gwaii and others had
influences from Alaska.
There were very minor
Master Carver Kihlguulans putting some final touches on the gyaa’ang monudifferences and it was so
mental totem pole bound for Waglisla Bella Bella. The gyaa’ang was raised at the
interesting to hear that.

Photo: Council of the Haida Nation/Ileah Mattice

What helps you to continue going?
It is like the Haida art form, there are endless possibilities. There
are new sentences to be made, new statements, there is poetry and
songs. I like to talk to myself or talk to our dog Nagats’ii fox and say
sentences in Haida to my apprentices and others around me. I like
to say things in Haida and explain what it means so people get used
to hearing it all the time.
It is a great thing to normalize it and popularize
it and now it is up to
the younger generations
to step forward and to
make it more popular.
It’s something to be really proud of.
Do you have advice for
people who want to
learn?
There are resources
available. You have to
cleanse your mind in
a way and immerse
yourself in the language.
For several years that is
all I had on an iPod and
I’d listen to it every day
and there were endless
statements on there. I
miss that, I haven’t had
that out for a while and
I want to get that back. You have to listen to it then you will be
able to understand and pronounce the sounds. A language to me is
like a big three-dimensional puzzle so it could be a beautiful thing
really. There’s past, present, future, and becoming tenses. There are
so many different parts and things to describe and we have to use
those more often. We usually take the lazy way out when we could
be saying it in Haida. Instead of “good evening my friend” we can
say, “sang yaas ‘laa dii tuuwii.” And instead of, “you too,” it is, “daa
san.” There are ways to say it in simple forms, to use every day.

Bighouse in Waglisla October 2019.

What are some challenges you face?
I think one of the biggest challenges, and it’s still happening today,
was that our Elders didn’t really speak that much Haida to each
other, they spoke a bit of Haida but not a lot. So, we never really
had full immersion. We were learning word for word or sentence
by sentence. Another big challenge was the changing of the phonetic writing system; in the twenty years, we had changes happening every two to three years. Changes in the writing system made it
quite confusing and it was really difficult as a student. We were doing a lot of writing and we needed that to remind us what we were
learning. We also could have been trained to record properly, we

“Instead of ‘good evening my friend’ we can say, ‘sang yaas ‘laa dii tuuwii.’ And instead
of, ‘you too,’ it is, ‘daa san.’ There are ways to say it in simple forms, to use every day.”
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Q&A with Xaad Kil Learner K’iijuuhlaas Nathaniel White
How long have you been learning Xaad kil?
To some extent, I have been learning Xaad kil my entire life. For me,
it was always just something I did, for as far as my memory goes.
What inspired you to start learning?
My inspiration to continue learning the language is based in thinking about the future of our people. I am concerned by the state of
our culture and the next generation; the language is a big part of
our culture. I see it as my responsibility to pursue the wisdom of our
ancestors and to share that wisdom with those who will seek it one
day.
Who did you learn from?
I have learned Xaad kil from many Elders who have gone, from my
aunts and uncles, and from advanced learners eager to help in any
way they can.
What are some of the challenges you have faced?
Some of the challenges I have faced in learning and sharing are:
sticking to it, expanding my vocabulary, and carrying conversations.
Nowadays we mostly speak English and it shows in the way we
talk to one another. Sometimes we only say short phrases or make
substitutions in select words. Rarely do we see two people exchanging a good back and forth only in Xaad kil. I have seen it before,
however. It is such an inspiration to witness two people chatting
without relying on English as a crutch.

Q&A with Xaayda Kil Learner Skaanas Denver Cross
How long have you been learning Xaayda kil?
I have been learning the Skidegate Haida language for most of my
life. Since I was a young kid, my Nanaay Irene would speak Haida
to me, it wasn’t a lot, but it was enough for me to learn body parts,
seafoods, and other basic vocabulary.

What helps you to continue going?
Thinking about all the resources we have available now and how
many people are motivated to start their learning journey drives me
to push forward and continue on mine. It seems like we as a people
grow stronger together when we are reaching for a common goal.

What inspired you to start learning?
After my nanaay passed away I felt sort of guilty for not learning
enough from her, so I started spending my summers with Aunty
Ildagwaay Bea Harley doing full immersion.

Do you have advice for people who want to learn?
Practice as much as you can. Apply your knowledge and the knowledge you have access to into your everyday life. Perform cultural
practices in the language and never fear asking for help when you
are stuck. There are plenty of people who have been in your place
who would be more than happy to get you on the right track. And
have fun! There is nothing more enjoyable in this world than cracking jokes when learning our language and bringing levity to your
environment.

Who did you learn from?
I learned from my Nanaay Irene, Ildagwaay, and
SGaanajaadsk’yaagaXiigangs Kathleen “Golie” Hans when I was
in high school. For my grade 12 year, I spent every Monday at the
Skidegate Haida Immersion Program (SHIP).

Photo: Towustasin Stocker

What are some of the challenges you have faced?
Spelling. In those summers I spent with Ildagwaay, she really
focused on teaching me to spell the language and understand our
orthography. Technology is another challenge, at SHIP we have
computers that will stop working unexpectedly, hard drives fail,
and Luu Gaahlandaay Kevin Borserio still uses CDs, which is old
technology (Skaanas responds with a smirk).
What helps you to continue going?
The Elders at SHIP and their dedication to the documentation and
revitalization of our language keep me going. Spending every day
with them at SHIP is what inspires me to continue to learn and do
what I can, while I can.
Do you have advice for people who want to learn?
Sit down with an Elder and listen. Commit and focus and even listen for an hour. We have a pocket book guide that is very handy. It
is helpful to study the orthography and pronunciations in that guide.
If you can learn to read and spell the Skidegate Haida language, the
rest will come with time and hard work.
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Wise and determined k’aay.yas pose for a photo at the Skidegate Community Hall as part of the community’s celebration for the new Xaayda
kil doctorates. L-R: Jiixa, Sing.giduu, SGaanajaadsk’yaagaxiigangs, Ildagwaay, Yang K’aalas, Gaayinguuhlas, Niis Waan, Taalgyaa’adad.

National Treasures
Niisii Guujaaw

In early June nearly 40 Haida k’aay.yas Elders, hereditary leaders, family, and friends traveled to Snuneymuxw
(Nanaimo) to celebrate nine fluent HlGaagilda Xaayda kil
speakers: Gaayinguuhlas Roy Jones Sr, Yang K’aalas Grace
Jones, Ildagwaay Bea Harley, Taalgyaa’adad Betty Richardson, Jiixa Gladys Vandal, Sing.giduu Laura Jormanainen,
SGaanajaadsk’yaagaxiigangs Kathleen “Golie” Hans, Niis
Waan Harvey Williams, and GwaaGanad Diane Brown.
The k’aay.yas earned honorary Doctor of Laws Degrees at
Vancouver Island University (VIU) for their lifetime of work
preserving and revitalizing Xaayda kil and their 21 years of
dedication to HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil Naay Skidegate Haida
Immersion Program (SHIP).
SHIP began in 1998, and the Elders have since met in
HlGaagilda Skidegate every weekday from September to
June. So far, they have: recorded more than 8 days and
22 hours of audio on 260 CDs, mapped southern Haida
Gwaii’s place names, standardized an orthography, shared
stories and seafood, produced 80 children’s books, polished 130 lesson plans, and published the iconic, 1,038page HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil K’aalang SHIP Xaayda Kil
Glossary that includes 26,000 words. SHIP’s teachers and
students include these nine fluent speakers, many “silent
speakers” and conversational students, and the legacy
of many speakers who have now joined id kuuniisii our
ancestors.
In our Haida community we are raised knowing to honour
and respect our k’aay.yas and knowledge-holders. We hold

them in the highest light in accordance with the laws of our
social system. The significance of this additional honour
and recognition from an academic institution is felt deeply.
The challenges, triumphs, and great changes each of these
nanaays and chinaays has experienced over their lifetime
is difficult for our generation to even grasp. As we watched
them on the VIU stage wearing their button blankets next
to gowned chancellors, we remembered their resilience in
keeping a language alive and vibrant throughout a century
of violent efforts to silence it. We remembered Indigenous
peoples’ dark history with school systems, many of these
Elders having attended residential schools. Our doctors
were seated on the stage in front of the hundreds of fellow
graduates, a rich and unforgettable gift for those students,
and a profound lesson in valuing different ways of knowing
as they begin their careers in different fields.
We were welcomed to the convocation hall by Snuneymuxw Elders who opened the day with songs and prayers.

In the past 21 years, SHIP has:
• recorded more than 8 days 22 hours of audio
• mapped many southern Haida Gwaii’s place names
• standardized an orthography
• shared stories and seafood
• produced 80 children’s books
• polished 130 lesson plans
• built a 1,038-page HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil K’aalang
SHIP Xaayda Kil Glossary listing 26,000 Haida words
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The Elders were introduced as “cultural icons of our time”
by VIU professor Les Malbon, adding that the “immensity
of this great work they have created cannot be overstated,
it truly comes from the core of their being.” Each Elder was
then presented with an honorary degree, a plaque, and
doctor’s academic regalia. The auditorium was full of emotion and everyone cheered loudly.

less in Old Massett. We are going to have to work very hard
to save this very precious language. For this honour, we
say haawa from the bottom of our hearts. Haawa, dalang
‘waadluxan.”

Luu Gaahlandaay Kevin Borserio, SHIP Program Manager,
also received a Distinguished Alumni Award for Professional Achievement at the convocation ceremony. The
Louise Mandell, Chancellor of VIU, who has also been a
honour is very well deserved, he has been with SHIP since
core part of the Haida Nation’s legal team for many years,
the beginning and has been instrumental in overseeing the
spoke at the convocation ceremony to the importance of
monumental resources they have produced and in keeping
Indigenous languages. She urged the graduating class to,
the program running. Much more than just running the pro“speak for the land that cannot speak for itself,” observing
gram, he has learned Xaayda kil and “laughed, cried, travthat “encoded in languages connected to the place we live
elled, celebrated, ate k’aaw, buried classmates, and mournis a gift of profound wisdom and great beauty, a cosmology
ed,” alongside the k’aay.yas. “These Elders have grown to
rich with traditional knowledge, where humans are an inte- be my family and my heroes,” he said in a speech at the
gral part of the whole.” She talked about the link between
graduation ceremony. “Their language is a sound of beauty
the silencing of Indigenous languages and the silencing of
with deep and vivid connections to our earth, her people,
nature. When we lose linguistic diversity, we lose biodiverthe oceans, and all creatures. These nine Elders before you
sity. She acknowledged the, “central role that Indigenous
today are national treasures. Their incredible accomplishpeople and traditional knowledge will need to play to
ment of a magnum opus of literature will be talked about
change the story of humans on the earth. She ended her
and studied for hundreds of years. I share this award today
speech describing Xaayda kil’s revitalization as a “civilizawith all people of Haida Gwaii and all Indigenous people
tional triumph: kids are [also] [VIU Chancellor Louise Mandell] urged the graduat- across our country working,
bringing back the language… ing class to, “speak for the land that cannot speak for enduring, and fighting to save
Magic is alive.”
itself,” observing that ‘encoded in languages connect- their languages.” He closed in
Xaayda kil saying, “I love you
ed to the place we live is a gift of profound wisdom
It is a powerful act of genumore than 10,000 Copper Bay
and great beauty, a cosmology rich with traditional
ine reconciliation for this
sockeye,” to the k’aay.yas on
academic institution to recog- knowledge, where humans are an integral part of the stage.
nize knowledge holders and whole.”
the Haida way of knowing in its highest possible regard.
After coming home, another celebration honored the Elders
The United Nations General Assembly declared 2019 the
and this great accomplishment in HlGaagilda, witnessed by
International Year of Indigenous Languages. This year Haida all of their families and the community. Our nation holds
have mourned the losses of fluent speakers and Indigenous
a treasure in all of our Elders and our generation has been
languages worldwide facing extinction. But Xaayda kil
given the greatest gift: a monumental legacy of resilience
initiatives are growing and gaining momentum. In an era
and revitalization. We have every resource available to
when reconciliation is often a hollow word, institutions like learn and continue to give life to the language, culture, and
VIU and the UN are giving substantial space and recognihistory we are honoured to inherit.
tion to place-based languages.
Haawa to our Elders for their invaluable work, to the many
GwaaGanad spoke on behalf of the Elders first in Xaayda
people dedicated to learning the language, to SHIP staff for
kil, then in English. “Today we are feeling great. We are
keeping this important work going, and to VIU for setting an
alive and well, descended from a few strong ancestors.
example of real reconciliation.
Thank you, our ancestors. This is a huge honor we are
receiving from VIU. A huge sign of respect as we receive
Xaayda kil jii.nga xaaynang.nga Gas ga.
these honorary Doctorates of Laws degrees. On behalf of
Long live the Haida language.
my fellow doctors we say haawa. The Skidegate Haida Immersion Program began in November 1998 with 16 fluent
Elders. Their main goal was to save the Haida language.
The second goal was to have the school be everything that
residential school was not. We were good to go, once we
got ahold of Luu Gaahlandaay, our school opened. In the
beginning, we had 16 fluent Haida speakers. And today
there are approximately nine fluent left in Skidegate, and
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The Shared Love for the Language Brings Everyone to the Table:
An Interview with Mudalaaw Elizabeth Moore
Jaskwaan Bedard

Mudalaaw describes the immersion as a beautiful thing,
“There was no lead instructor,” she recalls, “the Elders just
let it unfold naturally.” Mudalaaw continues, “I still remember learning this one phrase from Henry Geddes: ‘dang hl
isda gyeedang.’ He taught us that Haida were so polite they
wouldn’t even walk in between people if they were talking.
They would always say, ‘dang hl isda gyeedang’ excuse me.”

Mudalaaw describes that her interest in the Haida language
began as a young adult, “When I was about 23 years-old, I
was trying to figure out where
to go to learn. My Uncle
Russel Samuels encouraged me and told me to go
see Naanii Emma Matthews.” As a result of Mudalaaw’s early interest, she
began work at Tahayghen
Elementary School and
started to experience the
contradictions of teaching the Haida language
in the Western education
system, which presented
a clash in worldviews
and ways of doing things.
The noun-focused teaching methods practiced in
English learning conflicts
with the verb-based Haida
language ways of looking
at the world.

The participants included a cadre of fluent Xaad kil Elders,
including Xiilaang Jaad Grace Wilson, SGaan Jaad Phyllis Almquist, and Ilskyalas
Dolores Churchill, among
others. Haida language
teachers also attended as
participants, including
Xiihlikingang, K’aayhlt’aa
Xuhl Rhonda Bell, and Fred
White. That first immersion camp set the tone and
sowed the seed for future
initiatives that continued
to build community and
support language learners
and mentors in this monumental task of carrying our
language forward.

Recognizing this paradox,
Mudalaaw describes three
Haida-led initiatives that uplifted our shared community
language journey. All three of these initiatives have had a tremendous impact on our nation, and all three were a result of
the first ever Haida language conference held in 1992. The
Elders at the conference stated that they wanted the young
people to learn and use our language and Mudalaaw was
one of the young leaders who responded to that call.
Xaad Kil Language Immersion Camp
As a result of the conference, Haida language advocate
Xiihlikingang April Churchill raised money to have a language immersion camp at T’aalan Stl’ang Lepas Bay. Haida
language Elders, teachers, and learners came together for a
10-day session. It was the first of its kind for Xaad kil and an
important opportunity to support language learning.

Photo: Marion Brown

Sitting in K’i Uljuus or Mudalaaw Elizabeth “Sibby” Moore’s
saanaa nee living room in the early days of k’inad summer, I
have the honour to talk with her about the history of language advocacy on Haida Gwaii. We dig deep into the days
of Haida language organizing starting in 1990s, and in our
conversation, I better understand Mudalaaw’s leadership and
how great of an impact one person can have.

Xaad Kil Saturday Night
Dinners
Following this immersion
camp, another pivotal
language space started up
in the community. Fluent
speakers asked the learners
to arrange for even more regular places and spaces to get together and speak the language.
This is how the revered Xaad Kil Saturday Night dinners
began.
Xaad Kil Saturday Night was another important initiative
organized by the community and it was as impactful as it
was grassroots. Mudalaaw describes that the shared love for
the language brought everyone to the table, “We met Saturday nights no matter what, if there was a wedding or a dance
or anything, we just made sure we went. We always brought
our own traditional foods and the Naaniis just loved that,”
she describes with a content smile. “We all just went to be
together. We did a bit of fundraising to give the Naaniis money for their Anglican Church Women’s group. We never paid
them to be there with us, but when they traveled away, we
12
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wanted to give them something and the Naaniis really loved
it.” Mudalaaw reflects back on the initial group and tells me
that Candace and Kihlguulans Christian White, Tracey Moore,
Vince Collison and Skilay Ernie Collison were always there.
Te Kehongo Reo Inspires Xaad Kil Gwaaygangee
Another result of the Haida language conference was a
grassroots organization aptly named Xaad Kil Gwaaygangee.
The new initiative was also guided by fluent Elders of the
day and became another catalyst for strengthening language
learning efforts. At the time, Language Nests in New Zealand
were having breakthroughs and advancing language teaching using a model that brought together Elder fluent speakers
with newborn babies and toddlers. Seeing the positive results
that the Maori were having, the Haida language community
wanted to learn more. Mudalaaw and the Xaad Kil group
were as determined as ever and started fundraising to send a
group of Haida language teachers, fluent Elders, and community language organizers to New Zealand in 1994 to
visit the nest programs called Te Kehongo Reo. Skilay, a key
community leader who encouraged the initiative, was among
the Haida delegation that traveled to learn more about this
groundbreaking new program.

Today, as much as the past decades, Mudalaaw has remained
committed to her language learning journey and inspired
her own family who have stepped into their responsibility as
language stewards. At this year’s language camp at T’aalan
Stl’ang, she was joined by her daughter Jaasaljuus, nephew
K’iijuuhlaas Nathaniel White, and granddaughter and namesake K’ii Aljuus.
“A lot of my immediate family members are just ready to go
with it,” Mudalaaw says proudly. “Towustasin, Erika, Nathaniel, and Jaasaljuus have all signed up for the Haida Gwaii
Mentor Apprentice Program. They are learning not only during their mentorship time but they’re also bringing it home
and then going off on their own, and asking really good
questions as they learn.”
With decades of learning, volunteering, and advocating for
the language, it is inspiring to hear Mudalaaw conclude, “It
can happen, we can speak Xaad kil.” I have to agree with
her: fluency is in our future, in great part, due to trailblazers
like Mudalaaw.
Photo: Marion Brown

Ten years later, and in part due to the earlier trip to New
Zealand, Mudalaaw helped to open Xaad Kil Gwaaygangee
Haida Language Nest at the Dii Tuulang Nee Family Centre
in Gaw Tlagee Old Massett. Fundraising, donations, and
grassroots efforts – along with endless hours of love and
dedication – allowed for the program to operate successfully for many years. Xaad Kil Gwaaygangee was run by the
community language organization Xaad Kihlga Hl Suu.u
Everyone Speak Haida and operated in the Dii Tuulang Nee
until 2012. It was a major stepping stone in community-run
spaces and many Haida families, mine included, participated
in that program and many of us became language students,
advocates, and teachers.

“The noun-focused teaching methods practiced in
English language learning conflicts with the verbbased Haida language ways of looking at the world.
Recognizing this, Mudalaaw outlines three significant
initiatives brought to light at this time of our community language journey and the valuable impact these
projects represented for our community.”

As we sit together on this warm k’inad afternoon reminiscing
about these early days, I comment on what an impactful time
this was for Xaad kil. The first immersion camp, the Saturday
Night dinners and the language nest all charted a path for the
next generation of learners, then I ask her, “What do you see
as a legacy of that time that’s carried on to today?”
After a short pause, Mudalaaw answers, “It is pretty impressive. There were just a handful of us doing it for years, we
were truly doing grassroots organizing for Xaad kil and the
efforts have had an impact. We keep creating healthy spaces
for young people to learn and we can continue to succeed. It
is not hard, it’s only hard when we think it is.”

Mudalaaw and her daughter Jaasaljuus at graduation in Hawaii in
2017.

It was such an honour to sit down with Mudalaaw and learn about the years of efforts she and others have
contributed to our precious language. Haw’aa Mudalaaw, for all that you have done for our Xaad kil.
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Xaayda Kil Dii Kaahlii Ga Naa.uu Da Haida Language Lives Inside Me
Daall Jaad Melody Gravelle

respect, and healing. Our teachers, GwaaGanad Diane
Brown and Kihlgula Gaaya Severn Cullis-Suzuki, really put
a lot of thought into the program. In the classes, we were
taught how to introduce ourselves, pray, sing, dance, play,
gather medicine, and give offerings through ceremony,
and we did it all in Xaayda kil. These lessons taught us
how to reconnect with each other, ourselves, our Elders,
our language, our land, and our culture. For me, this was
so empowering. It was during this time that I realized that
for me, language is life.

Daall Jaad han.nuu dii kiiGa ga. K’ils XaaydaGaay ad uu
dii kiiguuwaga. Gidansda id Gan k’uula ga. Essie Greene
han.nuu dii naanGa kiiGa ga. Henry Greene han.nuu dii
chinGa kiiGa ga. Helen Robson han.nuu dii awGa kiiGa
ga. Lorne Robson han.nuu dii XaadGa kiiGa. Yahlnaaw
han.nuu dii tlaalGa kiiGa ga. GidGalang sding t’alang
daaGa ga. Xamjuu han.nuu id gidGa jaada kiiGa ga.
Daagwiiyah han.nuu id gidGa iihll.ngas kiiGa ga. HlGaagilda guu.uu tl’l naa.uu dii. Taada tleyhll Xaayda kil
hll sk’aadGa t’aajing, iilaaw gam dii kaay.insdll Gang ga.
Nanaay, dang gwa guudang? Gam dii Kaay.insdll Gang
ga.

Photo: Yahlnaaw Aaron Grant

I went through the program alongside several other
women. The trust I built with these supportive and strong
My name is
Haida women
Money Woman.
allowed me to
My clan is
venture outside
Peninsula Point
my comfort zone
People. Our
many times. Durchief is Gidaning our second
sda. My grandyear our good
mother’s name
friend Kihlgula
is Essie Greene.
Gaaya convinced
My grandfather’s
me to apply to
name is Henry
a wonderful
Greene. My
program called
mother’s name is
the First Peoples
Helen Robson.
Cultural Council
My father’s name
(FPCC) Menis Lorne Robson.
tor Apprentice
My husband’s
Program (MAP).
name is YahlI eagerly applied
naaw. We have
with Jiixa Gladys
two children.
Vandal as my
Daall Jaad and Xaayda kil mentor Jiixa at her FPCC graduation in 2016.
Our daughter’s
mentor in May
name is Light
2016. I was beBreeze. Our son’s
yond excited when
name is Strong. We live in Skidegate. I have been learning
we got accepted and I had a new opportunity to learn
the Haida language for five years and I am not giving up.
more Xaayda kil.
Nanaay, do you hear me? I am not giving up.
The FPCC MAP is an immersion-based program, you
I have been learning Xaayda kil since September 2014
and your mentor spend time doing everyday activities in
when I enrolled in the UNBC Haida Culture and Lanthe language. You go about your normal day completely
guage Certificate Program. I had been wanting to learn
immersed in Xaayda kil. It is perfect for driven and eager
Xaayda kil for a long time, so I was really excited when
individuals who want to learn their language. Everyone is
I opened my acceptance letter. This UNBC program has
given a contract of 300 hours of immersion work to comchanged my life forever. Our first day was filled with nerplete in 10 months.
vousness and uncertainty; little did we know how much it
would fill up our hearts and provide us with so much love, My first year I exceeded that amount and completed over
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My second year I worked with Jiixa, Yang K’aalas Grace
Jones, and Gaayinguuhlas Roy Jones Sr. The growth in my
learning during that second year was really noticeable in
my presentation with FPCC. You could see the growth in
my presentation content and how much more I learned
with three mentors. In the first-year presentation, I did my
introduction, I sang “head and shoulders” and performed
some actions to go along with verbs. In the second year,
I gave a lengthy presentation on my trip to Hawaii with
SHIP and I was using full descriptive sentences. I was
able to pull knowledge from all three mentors and really
expand my world through Xaayda eyes. The world really is
different in your own language. It is more beautiful when
you see it through your language.

Photo: Sandy Alsop

500 hours of immersion work and I was invited back for
another year. It was during this first year that I became part
of the SHIP family as well.

Daall Jaad and Xaayda kil mentor Niis Waan.

I cannot express enough how much I appreciate all of
these mentors for giving their time and sharing their
knowledge with me. Throughout three years of learning
with my mentors, I feel a deep sense of respect, gratitude,
and love. They have put their faith in me and I will not let
any of them down. I have taken on a lifelong responsibility to keep learning and sharing what I know.

I was able to share my growth with my SHIP family and
have been grateful for their ongoing support. After every
100 hours of practicing together, apprentices present to
three fluent Elders at SHIP. I always look forward to sharing with them as they evaluate my progress; it is a highlight of my learning. It lets me know how far I have come
and how far I still have to go. I completed over 800 hours
by my second year and was invited back again.

I have many responsibilities as a new speaker and I will
continue to immerse myself in our language. I have graduated from a four-year UNBC program, I have a bachelor’s
degree in Haida Language and a Developmental Standard Teacher’s Certificate. Last spring I graduated from
the three-year FPCC-MAP, and I am in my second year of
being a language coach. I was hired on as the language
nest teacher in HlGaagilda Skidegate and I am now an apprentice in the Haida Gwaii Mentor-Apprentice Program
where I still work with Niis Waan. I would say I am living
my dream.

In 2017, during my second year of master-apprentice
training, I was offered a contract to coach language teams
across the province. I am now in my second year of
coaching and currently work with 25 teams.
This work is so inspirational. Every month I get to check in
with them and hear what they are working on and provide
them with the support they need. I love this job. I enjoy
hearing how other nations are taking back their languages
as well. I can see the momentum of language revitalization in many nations and this fills my heart with joy and
hope that one day our languages will no longer be foreign
to our own people.

Xaayda kil taught me to see with new eyes. The world
is much brighter and exciting in our own language. The
more I learn, the more my world expands. My passion
for the language has brought me many opportunities and
responsibilities. It is my responsibility as a new speaker to
pass on everything I know. I am not fluent but I am working hard to get there.

During my third year with FPCC-MAP I noticed the
growth in my language. I noticed how I was connecting
to the dialect carried by Niis Waan Harvey Williams. It
was familiar to my ears and I was understanding him at a
rapid pace. He used to be a fast talker for me and now my
ears can hear him, I can’t express it any other way. He has
woken up my ears and gave me a voice. I completed my
third year and I graduated this May. In three years, I completed over 1,100 hours of immersion work. I am happy to
say Niis Waan and I found more opportunities to continue
our work together and I eagerly look forward to my four
hours a day with my mentor.

“These lessons taught us how to reconnect
with each other, ourselves, our Elders, our
language, our land, and our culture. For
me, this was so empowering. It was during
this time that I realized that for me, language is life.”
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Accomplished Xaayda kil graduates pose for a photo at the Haida Heritage Centre at Kay Llnagaay.

Dii K’aay.yas Gaaw hll kil ‘laa ga. Dalang ‘waadluxan Ga dii k’uuga ad yahguudang Kwaan ga.
Xaayda kil gina sk’aadGa llGaayGalang kwaan hll daaGa gan. La gaang.nga dii ging sk’aadGa
kwaan gan. Ga K’aay.yas dii Gan ging sk’aadGa gan. Gyen dii gud ‘laa ga.
My Elders, I thank you. I love and respect you all very much. I have had many teachers teaching
me. They teach me a lot. My Elders made me learn. I like it.
Dii mentors, SHIP hltaaxuulang, GwaaGanad, Kihlgula Gaaya, UNBC jaa.adaay, First Peoples Cultural Council ad dii hltaaxuulang Gaaw hll kil ‘laa ga. Dalang Ga dii k’uuga ad yahguudang kwaan
ga.
My mentors, SHIP family, Diane Brown, Severn Cullis-Suzuki, UNBC ladies, FPCC, and my family, I
thank you all. I love and respect you all very much.
Ahaay.yad dii k’uuga st’aaxuuGa. Dii ad aanxang.ngahl ad guudang.ngaay ‘yuwan ga. Xaayda kil
dii kaahlii Ga naa.uu da. Xaayda kil jii.nga Xaaynang.nga Gas ga!
Today my heart is full. I am grateful and proud. Haida language lives inside me. Long live the Haida
language!

“Xaayda kil taught me to see with new eyes. The world is much brighter and
exciting in our own language. The more I learn, the more my world expands.
My passion for the language has brought me many opportunities and responsibilities. It is my responsibility as a new speaker to pass on everything I
know. I am not fluent, but I am working hard to get there.”
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Mentors and dedicated learners gather for some fresh air and a visit at the T’aalan Stl’ang immersion camp (2019). L-R: Gulkiihlgad, Guulang Xuhlwaay, Xya’ahl Guu’la’as, Ilskyalas, K’i Uljuus Lisa Lang, Skilaaw, Kung Jaadee Crystal Robinson, SGaan Jaad Adrea Peele, Hilang
Jaad Xylaa, Joylin Young, Jaadaa Fiin Stasha Sanderson.

Sharing, Learning and Laughing in Xaad Kil
Graham Richard

August 13-17, the Rediscovery Camp at T’aalan Stl’ang
Lepas Bay hosted participants including Elders, students,
teachers, learners, babies, mentors, and apprentices of
the Haida language. Rediscovery Camps started at T’aalan
Stl’ang on Haida Gwaii in 1978. Since then, they have
provided opportunities for Haida to grow stronger connections with Haida Gwaii, with the Haida language and with
one another. This year’s camp was immersed in the Haida
language and involved many from the Xaad kil community.
“This year participants took turns leading different activities and made sure to speak the language during dinners,
chores, and around the fire. I am so proud of the amount
of Xaad kil everyone used out at T’aalan Stl’ang,” said
Haida language champion Jaskwaan Bedard. “It was a
wonderful feeling to have so many people come together
with diverse language skills and share, learn, and laugh
with each other. There was a great feeling of accomplishment and joy. We visited old village sites and spoke in our
language. We harvested roots in our language. Our ancestors heard us out there,” she recounted.
“For me the first thing that I was telling people when I returned home was that it was just so magical to be there at

the T’aalan Stl’ang immersion camp,” said cultural instructor and language advocate, Skíl Jáadei Linda Schrack. “We
were removed from technology, so that really helped me
to connect with the land and the ocean and with everybody that was out there. It was just amazing,” Skíl Jáadei
enthusiastically recaps. “It really helped me to see how
many more people are becoming interested in learning
the language and everybody had different resources to
share. I came back home with some new ideas to improve
my own learning and with resources that I can use when
I teach the language. We did some exercises that were
really awesome because everybody had the opportunity to
speak even though we were a large group. It just doesn’t
seem like that happens all the time. It was a safe place to
practice.”
Xaad Kil Nee Haida Language House partnered with
rediscovery program coordinator, Sandlanee Gid Raven
Ann Potschka, to run the immersion program with funding
from the Gwaii Trust Society. Experience and knowledge
from Simon Fraser University’s First Nations Languages
programming influenced the camp significantly.
Haida have been working with SFU since the late 1990s
to run language courses. Language champions Jaskwaan
17
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T’aalan Stl’ang continued...

and Gulkiihlgad Marianne Ignace instructed this past
year’s program in fall 2018 and spring 2019. Participants
who complete nine courses earn a Certificate in First
Nations Languages and the program has seen a number
of Haida graduates in Xaad kil. It was during this school
year that participants decided to host the 2019 immersion
camp at T’aalan Stl’ang.
At first, organizers planned a smaller group setting, however, a number of participants expressed interest in attending, including Haida SFU program students and Alaskan
K’íis Xaad kil community members at Xánts’ii Náay Immersion Preschool on Taan (Prince of Whales Island), and
so the program grew.
Jaskwaan sought a donation from Helijet and the company ensured this year’s camp invited Haida nang k’aygee
Elders, including Ilskyalas Dolores Churchill, Guulang
Xuhlwaay Leona Clow, and some from Higdáa Gándlaay
Hydaburg, bringing the final total to 35 participants.
Organizers are planning many more future spaces for
immersion and envision an expanded program that can
include even more participants.
Two young learners weaving art into the language immersion camp.

Photo: Candace Weir-White

Photo: Kihlguulans Christian White

Young SGalans clan member and Xaad kil learner, Híilangaay
Young, practicing his paddling form.

Revered language learner, advocate, and master weaver, Ilskyalas is
always smiilng up and up for an adventure.
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Ten Points for Successful Language Learning
This article is adapted from the BC’s Master Apprentice Language Program Handbook (First Peoples’ Cultural Council, 2012
available online at www.fpcc.ca).

Deciding that you want to learn your Indigenous
language is the first step. Once you have committed
yourself, there are many helpful resources and tips that
can support you and your language learning journey.
1. LEAVE ENGLISH BEHIND—COMMUNICATE USING ONLY XAAD KIL / XAAYDA KIL

2. MAKE YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD WITH NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
Instead of switching to English, use actions, gestures,
facial expressions, pictures and objects to show what
you are trying to say.
For example:

Resist speaking English even though it would be much
easier in many situations.
Think of English as a habit you are trying to break. If
you catch yourself using English, switch right back into
Xaayda kil / Xaad kil. This might happen quite often at
first but keep reminding yourself to use only the Haida
language.
To start, learn basic questions and phrases so that you
don’t have to use English.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do you say __________?
Could you repeat that please?
Could you say it more slowly?
I don’t understand.
What is this? What is that? What is this called?
What are those?
What am I doing? What are you doing? What
should I do now?
Am I correct? Am I right?

• Actions: act out what you are trying to say.
• Gestures and facial expressions: point to things
you are talking about and use facial expressions
that show what you are thinking and feeling.
Use pictures, photos, books and magazines as well as
objects around you to help make yourself understood,
and to talk together about what you see.
As the learner, you can develop a personal collage of
events or things you want to learn (family, relationships, family events).
For example:
•
•
•
•

Use a photo album to talk about your family.
Use a children’s storybook to tell a story in your
language.
Use a magazine to talk about what people look
like, food, furniture or houses.
Use stuffed animals or puppets to act out stories.

Learn some phrases to help each other stay in the
language.

Follow the 20x20 rule.
To learn a new word or
phrase, you will need to
hear/see/say it 20 times in
20 different situations.

For example:
•
•
•
•
•

Please speak to me in the Haida language.
Now say that in the Haida language.
Tell me a story.
Tell me what’s in this picture or photo (or some
other visual object).
What is happening here (pointing to the picture)?
Tell me what is happening in this picture.
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3. USE FULL SENTENCES
Hearing words in the context of full sentences will
help you remember and understand their real meanings. Words on their own don’t have as much meaning
and are more difficult to remember than words in full
sentences.
For example:
When teaching the word for “cup,” instead of just
pointing at the cup and saying the word, you can say
things like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Here is a cup.
That is a cup.
My cup is red.
Your cup is black and white.
Where is your cup?
Do you want a cup?
I will fill your cup with tea.
The cup is hot!
Pass me your cup.

4. USE XAAYDA KIL / XAAD KIL FOR REAL COMMUNICATION
Try to do everything in the Haida language. Don’t
think of Xaad kil / Xaayda kil as something you do
only during lessons, but as the everyday language of
your community.
Learning a language means learning to communicate.
The best way to learn is by using real communication
in the language.

say in English may be impossible to say in exactly the
same way in Xaayda kil / Xaad kil, and some things
in Xaad kil / Xaayda kil may be impossible to say
in exactly the same way in English. Each language
expresses unique ideas and thoughts. It is important to
keep this in mind and to be willing to put your “English ideas” aside.
For example:
• In some languages and cultures, it is only appropriate for one gender (male or female) to make
certain speeches and tell certain stories.
• In some languages, it is only appropriate to talk
about things in certain ways, such as by being
humble.
There may be important culture-specific points to keep
in mind when you say certain things.
6. FOCUS ON LISTENING AND SPEAKING
Some master-apprentice teams are eager to focus on
reading, writing and the grammar. Although this can
sometimes be helpful, your main focus needs to be on
listening and speaking in order to become fluent.
• As an apprentice, you do not need to learn to
write in order to speak.
• Writing can slow down pronunciation and fluency.
Learning to write adds a whole lot of work and
time to the language learning process.
• When working with your mentor, you can record
new sentences and write them down later when
reviewing or practicing the phrases on your own.
Keep your time together for listening and speaking,
not writing.

An apprentice needs many opportunities to practice
and ask questions in the language during real-life
activities.

7. LEARN AND TEACH XAAD KIL / XAAYDA KIL
THROUGH ACTIVITIES

For example: You and your mentor can talk about
washing the dishes as you are actually doing the
dishes. This will give you the opportunity to see, feel,
touch, hear and speak about the topic.

The best way to learn to speak is through activities
using real communication. This is how all babies learn
language, through real-life communication and activities.

5. LANGUAGES ARE UNIQUE AND REPRESENT A
CULTURE

Hands-on daily activities will keep you actively learning and interested. As an apprentice, you can learn the
language by watching, listening and practicing activities.

Like any native language, Haida is not just a translation of English. Some ideas, phrases and thoughts we
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For example: Instead of trying to learn about berries
from a book at home, you will learn and remember
more if you go out to pick berries and talk about it in
Xaayda kil / Xaad kil with your mentor.
Live your daily life together. Don’t think of this time
together as outside of your normal patterns of living.
For example, if you have to cook supper, do it, and
talk about what you’re doing in the Haida language.
Talk about the various steps of the activity as you do
them.

9. APPRENTICES SHOULD BE ACTIVE LEARNERS
Your mentor is the language expert, but they do not
have to decide what, how, and when to teach. As
the apprentice, you should help guide your learning
experience as much as possible. By actively learning
and taking responsibility for learning, you will remember more, enjoy the immersion sessions more and
get more out of the time spent together. The masterapprentice team should be a true partnership rather
than the master “teaching” the apprentice language
“lessons.”

8. USE AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDING
You can choose what you would like to learn.
Recordings are useful to help you learn and practice
and they create a record for your teacher, as well.
You will need to hear words and phrases repeated
many times, and that can be exhausting and sometimes frustrating for your mentor to repeat themselves.
An audio or video recording is the perfect solution!
You can take the recording away from the session and
play it as many times as you like whenever you want
to.
Recordings can be:
• kept for the families of you and your mentor and
for the community to use as a language learning
resource.
• shared and used to teach others.
• played back at any time. You can listen to recordings on a walk, in the car or at home.

Like any native language, Haida is not just
a translation of English. Some ideas, phrases and thoughts we say in English may be
impossible to say in exactly the same way
in Xaayda kil / Xaad kil, and some things
in Xaad kil / Xaayda kil may be impossible
to say in exactly the same way in English.
Each language expresses unique ideas and
thoughts. It may not be polite or proper
protocol to talk about some things in your
language that we usually talk about in
English. It’s important to listen to the master and not try to force them to talk about
certain topics.

For example: You can tell your mentor what you
would like to know, or just ask questions and suggest
activities.
10. BE SENSITIVE TO EACH OTHER’S NEEDS AND
FEELINGS
Be aware of each other’s feelings. Language learning
can sometimes feel overwhelming for everyone. This is
normal and it is important to give yourselves a break.
Change the topic, do something fun, play a game or
tell a joke!
Your mentor is working hard to pass on the language
by repeating things many times, slowing their speech
and spending a considerable amount of time with you.
You must keep this in mind and try to make things
easier for them whenever possible.
You are also working very hard to learn Xaad kil /
Xaayda kil, and it is important to be aware of each
other’s experiences and feelings.
If you get discouraged, remember that you are doing
the best you can. Each small step towards revitalizing
a language is extremely valuable.
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To 7 or Not to 7: Haida Language Orthography
Jaskwaan Bedard

What does “orthography” mean? Orthography is simply a
spelling system of a language. Since the invention of written
languages, there has been orthography. Orthography is a
system representing sounds and what results is known as
an alphabet. We can bend meaning to our own worldview
and say that certain native languages have had orthography
for millennia: in our case, we have the carved beaks of our
yaahl raven and Guud eagle, the painted line of our split-U
shape and sharp-edged ovoids, evoking our histories and
beliefs upon sight.

ghen” for Dah Xiigan, and other Englisized names, such
as “Delkatla” for Dal Kaahlii and “Tow” for Taaw, amongst
many more. Other visitors, most notably ethnographer John
R. Swanton, used the International Phonetic sound system to
write down our language. And as time progressed, different
linguists and anthropologists developed orthographies specific to the Haida language, and from these orthographies
we have developed our own modern language orthography.
Knowing how our current orthography came to be can help
all of us understand and use it with confidence.

But before the 19th century, Haida never sat with pen and
paper to write out our thoughts in such a way that English
or other European languages do. “Today I am thinking about
yesterday, and yesterday I thought about the day before that.
Tomorrow I shall think about next week, and next week
I shall remember last year.” One can spew out long passages in English and never really reveal any particular thing
or give any specific meaning. The slippery nature of our
colonized language says a lot about the Western worldview.
Our Haida language, on the other hand, demands that we
know and communicate the specifics of what is being communicated. What is being thought? Who is involved? What
action will take place, and with what degree of accuracy do
we know this will happen? It is difficult to communicate in
the Haida language without knowing and identifying these
specifics.

Certain linguists have worked very closely with the Haida
community as they developed orthography. In the 1970s,
Jeff Leer from Alaska developed an orthography that is the
foundation of the modern Haida orthography we use today.
Other linguists began their work collaborating with community, but their knowledge of linguistics and their worldview rooted in Western academia resulted in them making
changes to our orthography without community consultation
or consent. The most famous example of this is the use of the
English letter “R” by one linguist to represent our G sound –
a change wholly rejected by the Haida community because
there is no R sound in the Haida language. This resulted
in tension however we continue to exclude the R in our
orthography.

Our language has been written since early colonizing
explorers, from missionaries spreading the word of God,
to scholarly ethnographers, and European visitors. Some
of these foreign visitors simply wrote it how it sounds. This
meant using the English orthography to reflect sounds in the
Haida language, which some people still do today. Examples
of this can be seen on maps and other written material past
and present, such as “Chaatl” for the village Ts’aahl, “Tahay-

“Our Haida language, on the other hand,
demands that we know and communicate
the specifics of what is being communicated. What is being thought? Who is
involved? What action will take place, and
with what degree of accuracy do we know
this will happen?”

There are many more examples of changes to the alphabet
and how it is used within community: one being the elimination of our famed 7 and replacing it with an apostrophe.
For example, instead of 7iiwaans for the word “big,” we now
write ‘iiwaans. Many in our community were emotionally
tied to the 7 and the decision to replace that glottal stop
with an apostrophe was met with mixed feelings. I advocate for community members not to become frustrated with
orthography changes and turn away from our own alphabet
entirely, but instead to promote an ongoing conversation
that will have us moving forward together, making our
orthography relevant, useful, and helpful to our efforts as a
Haida language community.
Becoming literate in our language has many benefits that
will bolster us on our collective journey to learn and revitalize the use of our language after it sustained so many
devastating blows from colonization. This tool of the written language can be incredibly valuable if we use it with
yahguudang respect. Knowing and using our Haida orthography means putting the English alphabet and sound system
away entirely and turning off the English reference point as
we embark on learning. If we can agree to this as a commu22
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“I advocate for community members not to become frustrated with orthography changes and turn away from
our own alphabet entirely, but instead to promote an on-going conversation that will have us moving forward
together, making our orthography relevant, useful, and helpful to our efforts as a Haida language community.”

nity of learners and teachers, the years of work developing
orthography can be honoured and continued.
What is called the Haida modern orthography is the result
of linguists and community language teachers and learners
discussing, testing, and using a series of letters and symbols
based on the English alphabet to represent the Haida sound
system. Is there a sound like X in English? Is there a sound
like G in English? The answer is no. The Haida language
community created a series of symbols – our own alphabet
– to represent our unique Haida sounds. It is imperative that
we teach these symbols with our own Haida words. If we
can separate the idea we need to teach with English equivalents, we can ensure better success at understanding and
learning our Haida orthography.
Instead of saying the single ‘a’ sound is like the English ‘a’ in
the word cat, we can teach that the single ‘a’ sound in Xaad
kil is like the sound in the word awa mother. For beginners,
we can associate our letters
with commonly known words
in the Haida language and remove English entirely from the
equation. We can say, the ‘aa’
sound is like in the word naan
grandmother. It is when we use
English as a reference point we
“muddle up,” as the late Tsinii
Stephen Brown would say, the
proper Xaad kil / Xaayda kil pronunciation.
In the case of our Haida language, we need to view English
as a pollutant and keep it far from our reference points in
learning our language as much as we can. This is tricky at
first, but I believe with multiple efforts to teach our orthography as a basic foundation of learning, we can realize the
benefits of building our collective Haida language learning toolkit as a community. It is a continuous balancing act
though.
Over the years, it has been said many times that we should
focus and prioritize speaking our language correctly and not
focus on writing. Writing is a colonized tool and completely
foreign to our language. Indeed, these statements are true.
Wouldn’t we all rather speak in our language than write it
down? Wouldn’t we all prefer a correction to our pronunciation than a corrected spelling mistake? Does it really matter
if there are three A’s or four in a certain word? Who really
wants to debate ending a word in ‘g’ instead of ‘k’ based on

how it is spelled when it is made into a definitive statement?
We know that our language is not meant to be put into
colonized boxes or written on paper and put on a shelf. We
know our language is meant to be carried on our winds and
heard by our children. However, writing is a practical tool
and our language can be seen written on street signs, river
signs, in glossaries, in children’s books, in our art books, and
on t-shirts and in newspapers. It would be a great disservice
not to teach how to decode what can seem so very confusing. We all deserve access to skills to better understand and
embrace our orthography, so the Haida language we see all
around us can be understood, read, seen, and spoken.
The multiple Haida language communities have come
together many times over the years to have the ever-evolving
orthography discussion. Our K’íis Xaadee relatives from
Alaska, the dedicated Elders at SHIP, the workers from Xaad
Kihlga Hl Suu.u Everyone Speak Haida, and now Xaad Kil
Nee Haida Language House
Society from Gaw Tlagee Old
Massett, as well as our urban
Haida language learners and
linguist friends are all contributing towards our collective goal of a common Haida
orthography. Each dialect is
unique, representing multiple
dialects and clans, and each
deserves to keep that history and uniqueness. In the case of
SHIP, they have worked consistently for many years to finalize their orthography and that needs to be acknowledged
and honured.
Although there are differences with pronunciation, we
recognize that spelling our sound system the same will have
many benefits, including a greater ability to share resources,
promote cross dialect learning and encourage new learners
with consistency and offer increased comprehension skills to
our communities. We need support and understanding from
the Haida community as a whole that this journey towards
a Haida orthography is all part of the bigger picture: to provide all of us with the best toolkit to use Xaad kil / Xaayda
kil in our everyday lives.
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K’yuuwee Hl ‘Waasda Gasdla (Xaad kil)
K’iiwaay Hla Daa Gaasdll (Xaayda kil)
Door Do Push Open
Kihlgula Gaaya Severn Cullis-Suzuki

Jaalen Edenshaw once told me a story about his then two-year-old daughter, Haana. They were in Skidegate
beginning their drive home to Masset. As they drove through the village, Haana casually said, “Xaada, this is
real good ts’iljii.” After they passed Balance Rock she said, “now I’m eating jilts!” At two years old, she was
appreciating and even enjoying the difference between the two dialects of Haida on Haida Gwaii.
Throughout the years, I have always discussed learning Haida with Jaalen and Jaskwaan. Our families have
been working to learn the Haida language. We are all language advocates and becoming new speakers. Long
ago, Jaalen told me he wanted to learn both dialects. To me, learning both sounded crazy at the time.
But in the past, Haida people understood and spoke several different dialects. Today our fluent Elders can
understand different dialects. In fact, Haida understood and spoke entirely different languages from the mainland. In the Swanton records (and others), there are references to formalities and speeches at gatherings and
potlatches being in Tsimshian to accommodate their guests. Some Haida names, stories and even Supernaturals have their origins on the mainland; there was a lot of interaction with the nations there. Today we may live
in a largely monolingual world where we mostly only speak one language, but it was not always so.
To help us become more proficient in Haida, we need many opportunities to interact in Haida. This means
we need to create spaces and situations where we can speak Haida and we need to maximize the number of
other people we can speak Haida to. I would love to stop using English when speaking with Jaalen, K’uyáang
Ben Young of Hydaburg, and other Haida language learners, regardless of dialect differences.
With these goals in mind, Jaskwaan (representing Xaad kil) and I (representing Xaayda kil) started the beginnings of a “dialect key.” The key outlines and translates the differences between dialects, and the hope is that
with this resource, we can have conversations together in Haida while each staying in our own dialect. This
project seeks to normalize speaking to each other across dialects; we want to learn to communicate with each
other while celebrating our own dialects and diversity.
Jaskwaan and I call the project K’yuuwee hl ‘waasda Gasdla (Xaad kil) or K’iiwaay hla daa Gaasdll (Xaayda
kil) - Door Do Push Open. Along with Dr. Patricia Shaw, a linguist focused on sound and my academic supervisor, Jaskwaan presented the beginnings of this project at the 6th International Conference on Language
Documentation and Conservation (ICLDC) in March of this year. ICLDC is an academic gathering of language
learners, speakers, academics and advocates, hosted by the University of Hawaii Manoa in Honolulu every
two years. The Hawaiians are helping to empower other language advocates around the world by sharing
what they have learned in their inspiring journey of language revitalization.
The first thing we did was look at the sounds of each of the two dialects. In linguistics, the sounds of a language are called the phonetic inventory. Looking at the different dialects, we definitely appreciated the work
that Haida language advocates have done to create a common orthography. “Orthography” means the symbols used to write language and Haida language advocates have worked hard to align the orthography in
all three Haida dialects. This work greatly facilitates looking at the commonalities and differences between
dialects and we are very grateful for this groundwork. We found that understanding which sounds differ in
the dialects was an important first key to understanding the other dialect. To describe these sounds, an inventory chart can be helpful. Below is a consonant inventory chart that helps show what all the sounds are in the
Haida language and where they come from in the mouth and throat (see Image 1).
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Image 1.
Consonant inventory of Xaayda kil
Skidegate (S) and
Xaad kil Massett (M) dialects.
The text in green
highlights sound
differences: these
are written using
a common symbol
(e.g. G and x), but
sound different.
Where they are in
the chart shows
how and where
in the vocal tract
the sounds are
expressed.

REFERENCE:
Consonant Chart template from UBC course
FNEL 281, “Sounds of
Endangered Languages: Conservation and
Revitalization”(Patricia
A. Shaw, 2017).

The G is one of the most striking differences. In Xaayda kil it is a voiced ‘g’ sound that comes from the back
of the throat by your uvula. However, in Xaad kil it comes from even farther down the throat, in the pharynx
(see below Parts of the Vocal Tract image), and sounds like a stop in the flow of air, like a glottal stop.

IMAGE 2. Parts of the Vocal Tract.
Where the sounds we make to speak come from.
A drawing assignment from a phonology class I took in 2017; I drew
my son Tiisaan!

Writing down vocabulary in both dialects helped us to see that words that sounded very different were actually quite similar. Initially, my Xaayda kil-attuned ear could not always catch the Xaad kil sound of G which
is not voiced, so words that sounded very different, when written on paper, looked similar. For example:

In Xaad kil, the “G” is not voiced and is very subtle, so to a new ear, is hard to even hear, while in Xaayda
kil, the G is very prominent.
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Another sound variation is X. In Xaad kil x is less pronounced than in Xaayda kil. But when they are
written, they look very similar.

Another important sound difference is in the endings of noun words. In Xaad kil the sound ‘ee’ is used,
while in Xaayda kil ‘aay’ is used. When written out, the pattern emerges:

One thing that is not clear for the Xaad kil learner is the Xaayda kil use of “ga.” Writing down the endings
of words we realized that -ga in Xaayda kil corresponds to the present tense –gang in Xaad kil. In doing this
work, Jaskwaan and I also identified a writing convention difference for word boundaries: Xaad kil tenses
are connected suffixes, while in Xaayda kil tense suffix is separate as its own word. In creating these tables,
we started to see that things that initially sounded very different are not very different at all.
		

Tense endings

The last piece we looked at (in this beginning exploration!), were differences in question words. In Xaad kil
the Yes-No Question (YNQ) marker is gu, in Xaayda kil it’s gwa. Some examples:

Lastly, here are some Wh- question words in both dialects:

All this is just a start and we would like to keep adding to this key. We are looking at where we can see
distinct differences and we are looking for how they correspond to one another in patterns of difference. If
you have suggestions and insights into corresponding differences between dialects, please get in touch so
we can add to this list! We hope that in creating a dialect key, we can leave English behind when we talk
and that our children will be able to understand, honour and enjoy each other’s dialects.
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Xaad Kilang T’alang Dagwiieehldang
Strengthening Our Haida Voice
Sdaahl K’awaas Lucy Bell

In her Master’s thesis from the University of Victoria’s Department of Indigenous Education and the Department of Linguistics,
Sdaahl K’awaas Lucy Bell identifies nearly 100 different ways to revitalize the Haida language. Drawing on her lived experiences, ancestral knowledge, and academic research, Sdaahl K’awaas finds Haida foods and medicines, rituals, ceremonies,
and supernaturals that can help to reinvigorate Xaad kil. The following excerpt is printed verbatim from her concluding chapter titled, Hawasan Hl Suuasaang
I Will Say It Again:

At the beginning of my research journey, I asked myself what was missing in our language revitalization efforts. I hypothesized that the Xaad Kil answers [are] within our own Haida culture and that
we had the answers. I had a closer look at the traditional medicines, foods, rituals and connections
to the supernatural beings to see if the answers were there. From the archival research, from interviews and from practicing my findings, I believe I found a missing link in our language revitalization
efforts.
The year I spent researching and practicing my findings has greatly helped my confidence and
knowledge of my language and culture and to finish my thesis. I constantly said, “Dii ga Hl tlaayd,
help me” as I searched for knowledge. I ate the traditional foods with a new gratefulness and purpose. I went to the forest and beach to meditate. I took traditional medicines to help me be strong,
knowledgeable, lucky and ready to absorb the new knowledge. As I learned about the supernatural
beings, I made offerings and talked to them. Killer whales started coming to me in my dreams and in
real life to let me know they are with me on this journey. I often asked my late mother, grandparents
and ancestors for help. They came to me in my dreams and made their presence known in other
ways. As I wrote my thesis, my naanii came to me in my dreams and agreed it was time to teach
me Xaad Kil. Because of my research journey, I have felt a deeper connection to my ancestors, my
culture and to my language. This research journey has helped me understand there needs to be a
balance between language lessons, living a healthy lifestyle, taking traditional medicines, practicing ceremonies and connecting to my ancestors and supernatural helpers to be a good language
speaker.
This research journey has helped bring me along in my own language journey. Learning came
easier when I practiced what I preached. My determination to become a language speaker has
grown and I look forward to finishing my thesis so I may return to learning Xaad Kil with the added
benefit of what I learned from my research.
Thesis Findings
Throughout the thesis, I showcased nearly 100 foods, medicines, rituals, ceremonies and supernatural connections all served a language revitalization purpose.
The following themes ran through the research and are important qualities for Xaad Kil revitalization and further details can be found in the appendix:
“It is up to the individual learner to determine which of these qualities he needs and come up with his own
prescription to improve his language learning. I would recommend each learner begin with leading a healthy
lifestyle and eating healthy traditional foods. I would also recommend conducting cleansing rituals, praying and
making offerings to the ancestors and supernatural beings.”
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To purify the body, mind and spirit
It is important to be clean inside and out to accept new knowledge. There are many medicines and rituals from ocean bathing to drinking salt water and eating devil’s club to cleanse the
body;
To protect oneself and Xaad Kil
It is important to feel protected as a language learner and it is important to protect and nourish our endangered language as it becomes strong. Devil’s club, false hellebore leaves, kuganaa kwaa, medicine pouches are some examples of way to offer protection.
To be connected to oneself, Xaad Kil, the community and Supernaturals
Every Haida person has a liis that connects her to Haida Gwaii, to her family and to the supernatural Haida world. It is so important to keep this connection strong.
The main thing is to get people out!... into the forest, into the waters and to understand
our connection to the ceremony comes from connection to the forest and the water, just
sitting still. That connection we are craving is there and accessible. People just need to
make that choice. I know it’s possible just because of my own experience, asking and
asking for things and then receiving them. What we think is lost. It is not lost. ([Vernon Jr.]
Williams, 2014).
Traditional ceremonies from Haida naming, tattooing, piercing to being on the land and eating
traditional foods help to keep the liis strong.
To bring luck and prosperity to oneself and Xaad Kil
Luck is an important Haida concept. The concept of luck is different from an aboriginal perspective. One can bring about luck and wealth by showing respect and acknowledging a system of reciprocal accountability (R. Ignace, personal communication, 2011.) By following good
protocol by taking medicines and conducting rituals such as a devil’s club ritual, single-delight
ritual, fasting and cleansing can bring about prosperity and luck to a language learner. A person
can also become lucky from hearing a Skil a supernatural bird, Skil Jaadee Property Woman
or the supernatural Halibut Gills.
To strengthen oneself and Xaad Kil
Haidas are known to be strong. Our ancestors were good at training themselves to be strong
and brave. The coming-of-age ceremonies for young men and women were designed to make
Haidas strong. Our language champions could wear war belts with their spouses to give them
strength. Haida naming our children makes them strong. Honouring our language champions
in a potlatch ceremony would make them strong. Conducting a bull kelp ritual would bring
strength to our language. Holding community Potlatches and raising totem poles in honour of
the Haida language would bring strength to Xaad Kil.
To be healthy
To be a good Xaad Kil speaker, a person needs to be healthy. Our Haida ancestral diet would
help keep our language champions strong and healthy. Taking traditional medicines for common ailments would also keep our Haidas healthy. Drinking fresh water, getting fresh air and
following the rhythms of the sun and the moon are also great for a person’s well-being.
To show respect to Xaad Kil and Xaad Kil champions
Yahguudang, respect is an important concept in Haida culture. There are ways to show
respect to our language as Jaskwaan says, “By committing to learning, speaking, and teach-
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ing the language of our ancestors and of this land that created us, I believe that I am following the
teaching of Yahguudang” (Bedard, 2007, p. 19).
Honouring Potlatches, totem-pole raisings, Haida naming, piercing and labrets are some traditional ways of honouring people. New songs and dances are other ways to honour our language champions. Offerings to our ancestors and the supernatural beings is another way, especially if done with
the high-ranking crab apples, soapberries, eulachon grease and highbush cranberries.
To be knowledgeable
Our ancestors were wise, and they made a conscious effort to be knowledgeable. The sprucecone ritual can help a person become a better speaker. The supernatural beings Master Carpenter, Skandaal, Greatest Fool, the Singers, Story Woman, Mouse Woman and Greatest Crab are
amongst the supernatural beings that could help bring us to greater wisdom. By making ourselves
clean and making offerings of tobacco, crab apples, soapberries, eulachon grease and highbush
cranberries we could encourage them to bring us greater knowledge.
It is up to the individual learner to determine which of these qualities he needs and come up with
his own prescription to improve his language learning. I would recommend each learner begin with
leading a healthy lifestyle and eating healthy traditional foods. I would also recommend conducting cleansing rituals, praying and making offerings to the ancestors and supernatural beings. From
there, I would recommend following rituals, taking medicines and calling upon supernatural beings
that could specifically help with the learner’s concerns. The charts in the appendices give a breakdown of the various food, rituals, medicines and supernatural beings that could help with each of
these eight qualities.
It is also up to the community to determine the specific practices to follow. As a community, I would
recommend organizing the boys’ and girls’ coming of age ceremonies, developing a community garden, protecting and re-establishing the traditional resources, hosting community language honouring
ceremonies, creating new masks, dances and songs, building steam baths, as well as raising Haida
language totem poles. Since reviving an endangered language is up to the whole community, it is
up to Council of the Haida Nation, the Band Councils and the local organizations to work with the
Skidegate Haida Immersion Programs, Xaad Kihlgaa Hl Suu.u and the school language programs to
ensure their revitalization efforts come to fruition.

Photo: Royal British Columbia Museum

The thesis concludes that, in using these methods, Haida learners can strengthen the, “liis the cord that ties us to the land and
people we come from … The more we get out on the land and
sea, the more we eat our own Haida foods, the more we practice ancient rituals, the more we connect to the spirit world and
the more we speak Xaad kil, the stronger we become. With this
strength, we can accomplish anything as a Haida Nation!”
The full M.A. thesis, “Strengthening Our Haida Voice,” is available by searching the author or title on UVic’s website
www.uvic.ca.
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Kaats’ii hla Come in (Xaad kil)
Taadsxwa Come in and sit down (Xaayda kil)
Graham Richard

Over the years, language champions have completed a phenomenal amount of work to ensure Haida language is recorded,
revitalized and spoken every day. A variety of programs and
resources are available to learn Xaayda kil / Xaad kil in Island
communities today. Toddlers, students, and adults are welcomed
into learning spaces across Haida Gwaii. Below is a brief summary of some of the resources available to anyone who wishes
to learn Xaad kil / Xaayda kil.
Xaayda Kil / Xaad Kil Master-Apprentice Program
The Haida Gwaii Mentor-Apprentice Program method brings
learners together with fluent speakers. The mentors and students
spend many hours together each week speaking together around
the home and around town and they complete short activities
entirely in Haida language. They can cook food, do chores, or
harvest food; anything can be a language learning activity.
Mentors speak the language to apprentices to describe what is
happening. Apprentices are encouraged to communicate using
gestures and pointing until they can eventually use Xaad kil /
Xaayda kil. The interaction is meant to be positive and enjoyable. Gradually the team lengthens the time of the “immersion
sets.”
The program funds five teams from Gaw Tlagee Old Massett and
five from HlGaagilda Skidegate to meet 5-10 hours per week
for each term. Apprentices can apply individually or in teams
of two and cohorts meet regularly to check in and support each
other. Mentors and apprentices are compensated for their time.

KAATS’II HLA
Language Nest in Gaw Tlagee
In the early 2000s fluent-speaking nang k’aygee Elders began
to meet at the Chief Matthews School annex. At the time, the
building was part of the Dii Tuulang Nee Family Centre. Staff
would make breakfast at 7:00am, then non-fluent speakers
would come to learn from nang k’aygee and record language
lessons. After a couple of hours, families would arrive for guided
learnings that included education around songs, common
phrases, and lineages.

to drop in every Tuesday from 2:30 to 4:00pm.
Today’s team includes: Family Outreach Coordinator Chawsalii
Jaadas Latasha Williams, Family Outreach Worker Ts’uu Jaad
Toni-Lynn Davidson, and Family Outreach Worker Blanche Bell.
Program staff feel optimistic about having many enthusiastic
learners who are dedicated to living in Xaad kil.
Chief Matthews School
Chief Matthews School provides language classes for students in
K4, nursery through to grade five and students attend language
classes daily. K’aayhlt’aa Xuhl Rhonda Bell, Kuuk Sjujuuwaas
Darlene White, and Guudee Naan Marilyn Collison teach Xaad
kil classes. In addition, students attend Haida explorations for
fifteen Fridays of the school year. This year, Haida explorations
will cover the following subjects: art form through storytelling,
Haida food gathering and preparation, Haida careers, and Haida
places names and history. They also wrap up each Haida exploration day with singing and dancing.
CMS Xaad kil teachers are currently working with fluent speaker
HlGawangdlii Skilaa Lawrence Bell and Gulkiihlgad Mariane Ignace to develop curriculum for grades five to seven. This is part
of an ultimate vision to offer Haida immersion to all students.
The school also brings people in from different offices and programs to talk about their work. This helps children to understand
the structures in the world around them and to prepare them for
the possibilities that await them.
Tahayghen Elementary School
Haida language teacher Xya’ahl Guu’la’as Colleen Williams
teaches classes Tuesdays and Thursdays every week. The school
is one of four in School District 50 to offer Xaad kil / Xaayda
kil. Each program has a language teacher and an Elder in each
school.
All programs offer varied activities to enhance language learning, such as: field trips to the beaches and forests, creative arts,
food gathering and preparation, and visiting community nang
k’aygee. Visitors also come into the school to share language
and knowledge and language.

Some days, recording sessions would stretch from 8:00am to
10:30pm. Sk’adaga Leeyga Stephen Brown, ‘Ils gidee Primose
“Bibsy” Adams, Guulang Xuhlwaay Leona Clow led younger
learners in recording the language with help from Thasi Ken
Edgars and others. Kungjudday Roberta Kennedy, and Sdaahl
K’awaas Lucy Bell played key roles in the project. Their work
resulted in an archive containing hundreds of hours of Xaad kil.

Gudangaay Tlaats’gaa Naay
George M Dawson Secondary School in Masset was the first to
offer a course in Haida culture in 1973. The newly re-named
Gudangaay Tlaats’gaa Naay Secondary School continues with
40 years of Xaad kil with the instruction of language teacher
Maureen Brown.

In late 2012, a Haida Health Centre program called Tawlang ga
Tlaayds Helping Families started leading the Language Nest at
the Youth Centre. Children aged six and younger are welcome

Xaad Kil Nee Haida Language House
Xaad Kil Nee is responsible for community-wide learning and
support. Language champions, CHN, and OMVC established
this Haida language authority in May 2018. Xaad Kil Nee has
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hosted several workshops in topics like orthography and regaliamaking.

leen “Golie” Hans were the first Xaayda kil teachers. In 19891990 Kaa Dllxaaws Naay offered an apprenticeship program
and hired Melody Robson and Xaahlgiingnanguu Joan Moody to
work and learn from these first teachers. Xaahlgiingnanguu and
Dr Sing.giduu Laura Jormanainen have carried the program since
1992.

The institution has hosted a Simon Fraser University program,
which Jaskwaan and Gulkiihlgad instructed during fall 2018 and
spring 2019 semesters. Participants who complete nine courses
earn a Certificate in First Nations Languages, and the program
has seen a number of Haida graduates. This program is also inspiring and informing a number of other resources and opportunities for the language community.

Children at Sk’aadGa Naay receive more than one and a half
hours of classes per week for students from kindergarten to
grade seven.
Primary students study vocabulary words in themes: numbers,
colours, family, ocean, and so on. By the time students leave primary school, they will have nine vocabulary books and twelve
reading books to take home and a wide range of vocabulary.
Intermediate students are taught about villages, art, song, dance,
plays, regalia, respect, responsibility and introductions using all
the language taught in primary.

TAADSXWA
HlGaagilda Gaaxa K’amdala Sk’aadGa Naay Skidegate Nursery
School
The staff of HlGaagilda Gaaxa K’amdala Sk’aadGa Naay encourage children to use Haida words and phrases every day. The
preschool uses flashcards, books, and puppets to make learning
Xaayda kil fun for young children. Dr Taalgyaa’adad Betty Richardson is a fluent speaker who shares Haida language with the
children through song, stories, and games for nine days every
two weeks.

GidGalang Kuuyas Naay
Courses in Haida culture and language began in 1976
in what was then Queen Charlotte School. GidGalang
Kuuyas Naay Secondary offers Xaayda kil for all grades.
SGaanajaadsk’yaagaxiigangs teaches vocabulary, phrases, and
daily conversations in 30-40 minute classes every day.

Iis KunGasda Head Start
Head Start is a national program that communities design to
reflect local culture and language. Programming enhances early
childhood development and school readiness with a focus on
education, health, nutrition, parent and family involvement, and
social support.

This year’s Xaayda kil courses start with a history of residential
schools as courses leading up to Orange Shirt Day. As courses
approach Thanksgiving, students complete a unit about gratitude. Towards the end of October, senior students attend CHN’s
House of Assembly as part of a governance and politics unit
while junior students start to learn about CHN’s structure.
Students study a section entitled, “the price of freedom,” as the
course honours Indigenous Veterans in November and then
move into protocols as they prepare to host K’aay.yas Elders at
a Christmas banquet. The spring semester focuses on harvesting
and includes an extensive argillite and wood-carving unit with
Lupdaagaa Robert Vogstad.

Kuunajaad Jenny Cross puts Xaayda kil at the centre of Head
Start through a variety of activities including singing, reading,
and preparing food. Staff have labelled ojects all over the centre
with their Haida names. Head Start runs four days every week
from 9:00 am to 12:30pm.
HlGaagilda Gaaxa Kyang.Gaay ‘laa Skidegate Daycare
HlGaagilda Gaaxa Kyang.Gaay ‘laa provides licensed childcare
for children between three to five years of age.

HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil Naay Skidegate Haida Immersion
Program
K’aay.yas founded SHIP in 1998. Since then they have worked
to revitalize Xaayda kil every weekday from September to June.
There are hundreds of resources available (see next page) and
SHIP always has an open-door policy. Anyone ready to start or
continue on their language learning journey can join k’aay.yas
Monday to Friday from 9:00am – 3:00pm.

Kuunajaad uses similar methods to ensure children learn about
Xaayda kil at the daycare, organizing language activities like
singing and reading, and staff are introducing everyday vocabulary to the children. Kids at the daycare attend many field trips
where they learn about harvesting food, medicines, and they
also learn about food preparation like skinning deer and canning fish. The Daycare runs from Monday to Friday from 8:00am
to 5:00pm.
Language Nest
Language Nest is a partnership between the School District and
the Kaa Dllxaaws Naay Skidegate Band Council. One fluent
speaker, one semi-fluent speaker, and one facilitator teach the
language to families at Sk’aadGa Naay Elementary School.
Sk’aadGa Naay Elementary
Sk’aadGa Naay Elementary has offered Haida language and
culture to the students of Daajing Gids and HlGaagilda since
1982. Eleanor Russ and Dr SGaanajaadsk’yaagaxiigangs Kath-
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Skidegate Haida Immersion Program Resources
Haida k’aay.yas Elders founded HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil Naay Skidegate Haida Immersion Program in 1998. Since then, they
have recorded hundreds of hours of audio, documented place names, vocabulary, and common phrases for avid learners to
study and reference. This resulted in the HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil K’aalang Skidegate Haida Glossary, a masterpiece of Xaayda
kil words and phrases published in 2016.
Since then, k’aay.yas continue to work tirelessly to ensure even more words are preserved for future generations. In 2018,
SHIP added 415 additional words to its glossary. Over the years, fluent speakers have curated and published the following
works:
1. Eye Spy
2. Denver Says
3. Go to the Museum
4. Colourful Creatures
5. Colour the Crest
6. Red Cedar
7. Little Bear’s Day
8. Little Fox
9. Grandmother Fox
10. The Seasons
11. Twinkle Star
12. Marine Chart
13. Haida House Signs

14. Gwaii Haanas Protected Area
Names
15. Gwaii Haanas Signs
16. Bugs Project
17. Beach Talk Phrases
18. Forty-Five Plants of Haida Gwaii
19. Two Shamans
20. Prayer 5abc
21. Hospital Room Names
22. Song to Moon
23. Hlkinul House
24. SGang Gwaay House
25. Xaayna House

26. T’aanuu House
27. Kaysuun House
28. HlGaagilda House
29. Ts’aahl House
30. K’uuna House
31. Simon Says Seasons
32. Trading Place / Games
33. Massett Birth Phrases
34. Flight of Hummingbird
35. Sea Cadet Commands
36. New Zealand Speech
37. Reach - song

North West Coast Gwaay Haanas Place
Names
Silent Night Song
Chief Skidegate Quote
Mammals 1a + 1b
Plants
Fish
Birds
Prayer
Phrases
Songs Project 1a+1b
B is for Basketball – An All Native Alphabet Book CD 1-2
Marine Invertebrates 1-2
Lesson in Time 1
Haida Heritage Centre 1
Haida Gwaii Plants 4-5
Daajing Giids Phrases and Place
Names 1
Skidegate Elementary School Phrases
1-2
Flanders Field
Taan’s Moon Book
Dang K’adjuu Book
Speed Dating

Brown Bear, What do you see? Book
CD
Skidegate Health Centre / QC Hospital
CD 1-6 + CD 1/mp3
Supernatural Beings 1-2
East Coast Place Names
Playing Cards
My Loving Family
Haida Song Names
Weaving Patterns
Itsy Bitsy Spider Song
Swanton 1905a Short Story
Herring Words and Phrases
Prayer 3
Headstart Words and Phrases
Protected Areas of Haida Gwaii
Haida Sayings
Little Drummer Boy Song
Here Comes the Sun Song
Catchy Phrases
Severn’s Daily Practice Phrases
Games
The Edge of the Knife Film
How Great Thou Art
Bowie Seamount Play

Audio Recordings:
Naanu Kil (50 baby-talk phrases)
Xaayda Alphabet CD
Lessons 1-20 CD #1, 2, 3
Lessons 21-46 CD #1, 2
Prayer CD 1
Skidegate Placenames
Haida Stories
Oath of Office
Gangxid Gwaay.yaay Place Names
Northern Savings Credit Union Phrases
Phrases for Beginners 1
South West Coast Gwaay Haanas Place
Names
Grammar Lessons
Corrine’s School
Sharp as a Knife
Flashcards
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
Diigwey 1+2 (Haida Bingo)
Gahyah (Norm’s) Phrases
Pocket Book CD/mp3 1-4
School Room
Parks Canada Charter
Lord’s Prayer
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Saints Go Marching In
Ancient Murrelet Stories
Prayer
Hey Jude Song
Weavers
The First Totem Pole
Potlatch
Colours of the Islands
Between the Tides
Island Fun
Haida Art
The Forest
The Cedar

Crests of the Haida
Birds of the Islands
The Man who Became an Eagle
Bears and Berries
Raven and the Moon/The Oystercatcher
Queen Charlotte Islands Readers
(Translated into HlGaagilda Xaayda Kil
with accompanying CD’s and powerpoints)
GiiahlGalang Stories 1-11
Phrases CD’s 1-18 containing 4050
phrases

Children’s Books
Colours
Going to Copper Bay
Wake Up
Relatives
Baking Bread
What are you Doing?
Our Animals
Going to Bed
Going Fishing
Getting Baby Dressed
Totem Pole Raising
We are Playing Soccer
Counting
Deer and Bird
A Bedtime Story
In the City
Walking on the Beach
A Picture Story
We are Going for a Walk in the Snow
Going Surfing
Going to the Beach
Playing in the Sandbox
Other SHIP Resources
First Voices Internet Project
500 phrases and 2,000 words online at
Firstvoices.com
Xaad kil Grade 1 and 2 Curriculum
Translated into the common Skidegate
Haida orthography
Alaskan Curriculum Years 1 and 2,
grades K to 12
Skidegate Haida Language Curriculum
by David Stevenson 1989
Translated into the common Skidegate
Haida orthography

Visiting Hotsprings
What is the Weather Today?
Good Morning. How are You?
Walking up Spirit Lake Trail
Krill in the Springtime
Having a Tea Party
SHIP at Hawaii
Gone Fishing
Alphabet
Toys
My Cousin
One Day at SHIP
Colouring
Big Bird, Little Bird
Bathroom
My Body
Harvesting Herring Roe on Kelp
I am Picking Salmonberries
Nursery School
Bear Mother Story
My Family
Up and Down

Ketchikan Curriculum 1994, pages
1-123
Translated into the common Skidegate
Haida orthography
Skidegate Signs Project, pages 1-52
Canoe Phrases Book and CD
Northwest Community College
Southern Conversation Lessons 1-40
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Pole Raising at Windy Bay
Winter Goose Hunting
Playing Basketball
Games
Potlatch
Skidegate Fire Fighting House
I am Going for a Walk
Weather
The Octopus who Painted with Tea
Skidegate Haida Moons
Visiting the Beach in Front of Nanaay’s
House
Kiss, Tickle, Cuddle, Hug
Haida House
Playing Cards
Gathering Cockles
Bathroom
Sock Monster
Basketball
Christmas Time
Simon Says Seasons

2019 Booklets: release at the end of
October 2019
Health Care Booklets
Prayer Booklet
Pocketbook
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Haida Proclamation
Iitl’ kuníisii áajii gwaayee iitl’ ga t’asdlagan. Áajii gwáayee inggu gin
’waadluwaan t’aláng ísdaas Gan t’aláng yahgudáng-gaa, gin ’waadluuwaan
t’aláng ísdaas uu áajii tlagee, isgyaan siis, isgyaan sangee sda isgáagang.
Áajii gwáayee kiid k’úlaas gingaan iitl’ xaadaas asán Gíidang, ahljii ahluu
tliisdluu iitl’ ga ’wáajaagahls dluu, itl’ gwii asán káahlasang. Áajii gwáayee
uu iitl’ ga xíinang-gee ísdagan. Iitl’ kuníisii gin Gaatláandagiinii gingaan uu
wéed xaadee gin Gaatláahlaal hlangaas gin Gan unsadasaang. Áajii gwaayee
ingguu iitl’ kuníisii xíinangaagiinii, wéed áadlan ’l hlGíwaawaang. Áajii
gwaayee inggu iitl’ asán xíinangaas k’yaahl gu tlíisdluwaan iitl’ asan áadlan
hlGíwaa’asaang.
- Gaw Tlagee Xaad kil Translation by L. Bell and Dr. M. Boelscher Ignace
Iid kuuniisii asii id gii isda gan. Tllgaay ad siigaay Gan t’alang aaxana ad
yahguudang. Huu tllguu Giidan hlk’inxa gaa.ngang xaayda hllng.aay gud
giijaagids, gaay Gaaganuu gam gina daaGang.nga id gwii is hllnga Gang ga.
XaaydaGa Gwaay.yaay Gaaganuu iid xaynanga ga. Asii gwaay.yaay guu, iid
kuuniisii xaynang.nga, ad siing.gwaa’ad gan. Sah ‘Laana Tllgaay Gaa id gii
kyaagang.ngaay Gaaw aan t’ang naaxang sGwaan.nang Gas ga. Iid sihlGa ga
xaynangas gii t’alang t’aas.slas, asii kyang.gaay llgaay ‘waagii kilxii gang ga.
- HlGaagilda Xaayda kil translation by the Skidegate Haida Immersion Program
The Haida Nation is the rightful heir to Haida Gwaii. Our culture is born of
respect; and intimacy with the land and sea and the air around us. Like the
forests, the roots of our people are intertwined such that the greatest troubles
cannot overcome us. We owe our existence to Haida Gwaii. The living
generation accepts the responsibility to ensure that our heritage is passed on
to following generations. On these islands our ancestors lived and died and
here too, we will make our homes until called away to join them in the great
beyond.
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This issue is an ongoing effort to uphold CHN’s commitment to support the Haida language. Any
errors or inaccuracies are on the part of the editor(s). All clan and Haida citizens’ names are printed
as submitted to us. Corrections, additions, and updates are always welcome: info@haidanation.com.
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2020 All Native Basketball Challenge
Skil Jaadee White

For more than six decades, basketball has played a huge part in our experience as Haida. If you don’t play the
sport yourself, you surely have family and friends who play in the annual All Native Basketball Tournament.
Every winter, excitement builds as the Haida Nation prepares to represent our communities. In some ways,
this sport is a modern and friendly way of engaging in long-standing coastal competition between Indigenous
nations.
Our language intertwines many aspects of our culture and strengthens all that Iitl’ Kuuniisii our ancestors have
given us to learn. As we move forward as Haida, we continue to grow culturally and adapt ancestral teachings
to our diverse environments.

Xaad Kil Nee Challenges you!
The 2020 ANBT is just around the corner and Xaad Kil Nee is challenging Haida citizens and
friends to learn more Haida. Demonstrate Haida pride and celebrate our place-based language by
learning these words and phrases!
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